This paper presents a new specification language called ARC. The language ARC is designed for specifying systems where communication plays a pivotal role. ARC takes simple message sequence charts as a starting point and extends them to allow the precise specification of complex communication behaviour. ARC includes the language COLD-K for specifying data and operations on data. The goal in designing the ARC language was to retain the intuitive nature of simple sequence charts while allowing more complex behaviour to be described.
INTRODUCTION
Various forms of message sequence charts (MSCs) have been in widespread use within the telecommunications industry for many years. In their most basic form (see Figure 1 ) they provide a simple but effective way to describe communication behaviour. The language ARC takes informal MSCs as a starting point and extends them to allow precise specification of communicating systems. The intention is to combine the precision of a formal specification language with the intuitive concepts embedded in simple MSCs. The language COLD-K [1] is used within ARC for specifying data and operations on data. The syntax of ARC is chosen to be consistent with COLD-K. Thus the language ARC as a whole, including COLD-K, appears to the user to be a consistent language. The name ARC is not an acronym.
Although formal methods have been studied in academia since the 1960s, their use in mainstream software engineering has been minimal. Many opinions have been put forward to explain why formal methods have not become standard tools in software engineering [2] . In general, there is a split between the opinions offered by academics and the opinions of those working in industry [3] . The academics view the currently available formal methods, for example, VDM [4] , Z [5] , LOTOS [6] , as suitable for use in industrial software development. They blame the nonacceptance of formal methods in industry on inadequate education/training of software engineers and on myths that must be dispelled [7, 8] . In contrast, industrial software engineers see the currently available formal methods as inadequate for practical use. Their objections centre on the fact that the conventional formal specification languages are too far removed from the concepts of the problem 1 Address for correspondence: Philips Research Laboratories, Prof. Holstlaan 4 (WY12), 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands. E-mail: kellyd@natlab.research.philips.com domain. Therefore, these formal specification languages do not form a suitable language for communication between the customers of the systems and the software engineers who will develop the software: 'Further, there is another belief-this one accepted by most-that specifications must be readable by the intended customers/users of the software product and that formal methods do not fulfill that need' Glass [3, p 19] . The problem domain that we are interested in is communications systems. Here the customers/users are communications engineers with expertise in the protocols and system requirements but not necessarily in software technology. Because the customers for communications software have a strong technical background, they are more likely to be able to learn formal specification languages than less technical domain experts. However, referring specifically to telecommunications engineers, Pamela Zave has the following to say about current formal methods: 'Finite-state machines? Typed set theory? Algebra, be it process, datatype, or relational? Logic, be it higher-order, deontic, or temporal? The fact is that the principles, objects and relationships offered by these notations are absurdly different from the principles, objects, and relationships about which these engineers are concerned' [9, p 26] . The goal of ARC is to address this issue by designing a specification language that directly addresses the issues involved in the specification and design of communications systems. The concepts and constructs included in the ARC language reflect experience in the specification and design of industrial systems. To illustrate the ARC language, part of the GSM mobile telephone standard is used and from this example it can be seen why some of the ARC features are needed.
The ARC language is based on simple MSCs. The intention is to retain the intuitive nature of simple MSCs while providing a powerful language to specify complex communication behaviour. This raised the question as to whether the language should be purely graphical, as with basic MSCs, or whether textual parts should be used. The option chosen in ARC is a mixed graphical and textual language. Graphical parts are used to specify individual pieces of behaviour. Textual operations are used to combine the graphical specifications, thus allowing more complex behaviour to be described. Using a graphical notation to combine the graphical specifications was considered to be unnecessary and when applied to more powerful operators was likely to be awkward and unnatural. In contrast, using textual operators to combine the graphical behaviour provides an effective way to define complex behaviour. Each operator is simple with well-defined semantics and so complex behaviour can be built up using these operators while retaining a clear overview of what is being specified.
In recent years work has been done on formalizing basic MSCs [10] and extending the syntax of MSCs. This work resulted in the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) standard for MSCs, referred to as MSC'96 [11] . The ARC language was developed independently and in parallel with the MSC'96 standard. Thus, although both ARC and MSC'96 have their roots in simple MSCs, the two languages have little else in common. ARC deals with a number of issues that are not included in MSC'96 and where the two languages have analogous features, they each take a different approach.
ARC employs concepts from formal methods but aims to produce a language for use in the specification and design of industrial systems. Thus ARC is aimed at software engineers developing systems where communication plays a central role. As with all new languages it is important that the semantics be defined clearly and precisely. In the field of formal methods, mathematical techniques are used to define semantics formally. The semantics of COLD-K are defined in terms of MPLω (many sorted partial logic with countably infinite conjunctions), λπ (a version of lambda calculus with conditional contraction rule) and a special algebra called class algebra (CA) [12] . Although using such mathematical techniques does in theory provide a precise description of the meaning of the language, in practice most potential users of ARC would find such a description unusable and would not be willing to expend the significant effort required to understand the formal semantics. The challenge for language developers is to define the semantics of the language in such a way that they are understandable by the potential users of the language. Also the language should be defined so that, as language constructs are combined, the semantics follow naturally from the semantics of the basic constructs. In defining the semantics of ARC we consider the intended users of ARC, that is, software engineers developing communication systems, and aim our description at them. The need for a clear, precise and necessarily informal description does not preclude the need for formal semantics. In particular formal semantics are required as a basis for tool development. In Section 7 we indicate a possible approach to defining the formal semantics for ARC.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the call setup procedure used in the GSM mobile telephone network. This procedure is used to illustrate the language ARC. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the language COLD-K and Section 4 introduces the graphical parts of the ARC language using the GSM call setup procedure as an example. Section 5 introduces the textual part of ARC and illustrates how the textual operators are used to combine behaviour specified graphically. Section 6 provides a comparison between ARC and MSC'96 and Section 7 draws some conclusions about the ARC language.
It is envisioned that ARC would be used in the specification of standard communication systems/protocols and in the development of software for communicating systems.
GSM CALL SETUP PROCEDURE
To illustrate the ARC language we use the call setup procedure from the GSM mobile communications system [13] . This procedure occurs when the network attempts to establish a call to a mobile station. Figure 1 shows a simple MSC to illustrate the example. The vertical lines represent the communicating entities and the horizontal lines indicate message exchanges. The arrowheads on 388 D. P. KELLY the horizontal messages indicate the direction of message exchange. We consider three network entities, base station controller (BSC), base transceiver station (BTS) and mobile station (MS). Communication from the BSC to BTS is normally over fixed lines whereas from the BTS to the MS is via radio waves. The procedure is initiated by the BSC requesting the BTS to page the MS. The BSC indicates this by the PAGing CoMmanD sent to the BTS. The PAG CMD contains the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) which uniquely identifies the MS. The BTS then sends the PAGing REQuest message to the MS, again containing the IMSI that identifies the MS. The MS is expected to reply with a CHaNnel REQuest message to the BTS containing a random reference number. The procedure for an MS initiated call begins with the CH REQ message but is otherwise the same as a network initiated call. During the part of the protocol described above, all communication between the BTS and MS is done on common channels, that is, all MSs in the area can listen to the PAG REQ and all MSs could transmit a CH REQ at the same time on the same frequency. This has two consequences. First, since all MSs can listen to the PAG REQ, we must specify that only the MS whose IMSI is in the PAG REQ should react. The second consequence is that more than one MS could transmit a CH REQ message at the same time resulting in a collision and loss of message. This could happen when one MS initiates a call setup by sending a CH REQ at the same time that a second MS replies to a PAG REQ. To deal with this possibility a retry mechanism is specified for the MS. The time between retries is chosen randomly to ensure that when two MSs collide they do not both retry at the same time. The network controls the retry mechanism by broadcasting the maximum number of retries allowed, this will not be shown in the example.
In Figure 1 , once the BTS has successfully received the CH REQ, it sends a Channel ReQuireD message to the BSC including the random reference number. The BSC then activates a channel in the BTS for the MS to use. Once the channel activation is complete, the BSC sends an IMMediate ASSignment CoMmanD to the BTS containing the random reference number sent by the MS in the CH REQ along with a description of the channel to be used by the MS. The IMMediate ASSignment is then sent to the MS using a common channel and the random reference number is used by the MS to ensure that the IMM ASS is intended for it. Next the MS attempts to establish a link to the BTS on the channel described in the IMM ASS message. The link establishment is based on a variant of the standard HDLC protocol and uses standard HDLC messages, such as SABM to request link establishment, UA to acknowledge link establishment, RR for polling and I-frames for information exchange. For reasons of efficiency the SABM message has a message piggybacked on it. In this case it is a PAGing ReSPonse message. Once the link is established, the MS and BTS can exchange signalling messages via I-frames with RR frames used for polling when there is no data to send. When the BTS detects that the link is established it sends an ESTablish INDication message to the BSC with the PAGing ReSPonse message piggybacked.
In our description of the call setup procedure we have omitted the details of parameters that are not relevant to the call setup procedure. However, the protocol as we have described it is essentially as it occurs in the GSM network.
THE LANGUAGE COLD-K
The formal specification language COLD-K is used within ARC to specify data and operations on data. The modularity concepts from COLD-K are used in ARC to structure the inclusion of COLD-K components. Where relevant, the syntax of ARC was chosen to be consistent with COLD-K. COLD stands for Common Object-oriented Language for Design and the K indicates that it is the kernel language in a family of related languages. COLD-K was developed within Philips Research and is intended to form the basis for a number of user-and application-oriented languages defined by syntactic extension.
We will not describe the language COLD-K in detail but we will give an example of a COLD-K component used in the GSM call setup procedure. Also we will explain some COLD-K concepts that are required to understand the ARC language.
The following COLD-K specification describes a component called COUNTER that provides the following operations to users of the component:
• procedure clear counter, sets the counter value to zero; • procedure inc counter, increments the counter value; • procedure set max, sets the maximum value for the counter; • predicate max retries, holds if the counter value equals the maximum; • function max value, indicates the maximum value defined for the counter.
Text enclosed in set brackets is a comment in COLD-K. In Example 1 comments are used to explain the meaning of the COLD-K text.
The EXPORT clause defines the types and operations that are made available outside the component. The IMPORT clause lists other components used within the definition of COUNTER. In this case component NAT, a standard component defining type Nat, the natural numbers, is imported. Any types or operations exported from NAT may be used within the definition of COUNTER. The CLASS section contains COLD-K definitions. The VAR keyword indicates that the two functions are variable and so they act like programming language variables of type Nat. The difference between procedures and functions is that procedures cause a change of state.
The IMPORT/EXPORT mechanism provides a powerful way to compose parts of a specification. The same mechanism is used to include COLD-K components within ARC specifications. In the GSM call setup example, the COUNTER component is used to count the number of retries of the CH REQ message. The maximum number of retries is set by the BTS in information broadcast to all MSs, this will not be shown in our example. The procedure set max allows this maximum number of retries to be set.
The component NAT defines a sort called Nat representing the natural numbers. Types are tuples of sorts and the notation is S 1 # . . . #S n . An object name may be used to name an object of a particular type. The syntax x : S 1 # . . . #S n indicates that object name x represents an object of type S 1 # . . . #S n . Object names act as logical variables, that is, they can only be bound to a value once.
A COLD-K expression yields a value of a particular type, possibly the empty type. Expressions are built from object names, functions and procedures using a number of operators. The subset of COLD-K expressions that yield a unique value and do not alter the state are referred to as terms. Expressions that change the state using procedures are said to have side effects. Assertions are built from predicates using propositional logic connectives and quantifiers. An assertion is said to hold if it evaluates to TRUE.
In the description of the ARC language, the words expression, term, object name, type, assertion, function and procedure are used in the precise sense defined by COLD-K. Comments in ARC follow the COLD-K syntax, that is, text contained in set brackets. Comments may appear both on ARC diagrams and within textual parts of the ARC language. Figure 1 shows an example of the simplest form of MSCs and such simple sequence charts form the starting point for 390 D. P. KELLY the ARC language. ARC is an extension of synchronous simple MSCs that uses COLD-K and provides composition and structuring operators. Figure 1 shows an example of a synchronous simple MSC describing the GSM call setup procedure. These sequence charts correspond to interworkings [14] , which have been used successfully in the specification and design of telecommunications systems. The vertical lines in the sequence chart represent communicating entities that are referred to in ARC as processes. Messages are identified by name only and it is not possible to indicate data included in messages.
GRAPHICAL ARC

Synchronous simple message sequence charts
This sequence chart defines the order of messages but does not define the actual time between messages. The lines representing messages are horizontal indicating synchronous communication actions, that is, no delay between a message output and the corresponding message input is explicitly modelled. Hence these are synchronous sequence charts as opposed to asynchronous sequence charts where a delay in message transmission is modelled. For the purpose that ARC is intended, that is, the specification and design of communicating systems, modelling of the time delay between sending and receiving a message is not useful. Therefore, as with interworkings, ARC abstracts away from the details of delays in sending messages and uses a model of synchronous communication. Figure 1 shows both the power and the limitations of sequence charts. The power of sequence charts is that they give a very clear, easy to understand description of the expected behaviour. They are limited in that they describe each case in isolation with no way to describe alternative cases or to combine individual cases into more complex behaviour. Figure 1 shows the normal case behaviour for the GSM call setup procedure. To specify the alternative cases described in the text above would require a separate sequence chart for each case with no possibility to show connections between the cases.
Types and values with messages
ARC allows the data type associated with a message to be included with the message name. Putting a COLD-K type in brackets after the message name indicates this. Figure 2 shows a message with associated types, in this case a single COLD-K sort Act Type is associated with the CH ACT message. The title of each sequence chart contains the keyword ARC followed by a name for the sequence chart, in this case the sequence chart name is Call Setup.
As well as indicating the types associated with a message, a COLD-K object name may be given which is bound to the particular value associated with the message. These object names act as logical variables whose type is the type associated with the message. As in COLD-K, once a value is bound to an object name on the first occurrence, it retains this value throughout the rest of the sequence chart. Figure 2 shows the message PAG CMD with object name ident of type Nat and CH REQ with object name ref of type Nat.
As well as indicating the types of data associated with messages, the actual values associated with messages may be indicated. COLD-K functions along with previously introduced object names are used to indicate the values associated with messages. Figure 2 shows the case where the data associated with message PAG REQ is given by object name ident previously bound to the value in PAG CMD. In general, any COLD-K expression may be used to indicate the value in a message. Any procedure or function used must be defined within the scope of the source process from which the message is sent. Object names introduced on a sequence chart have the complete sequence chart as scope and so can be used at any place on the sequence chart.
Data associated with ARC processes
Processes defined on ARC sequence charts may have data structures associated with them, that is state based COLD-K components. Assertions relating to these data structures may be included to restrict the cases where sequence charts apply. Also, procedure calls to update these local data structures may be included in ARC sequence charts. As indicated earlier, expressions may be used to define the values exchanged in messages and these expressions may depend on the value of the local data structures. Figure 3 illustrates the use of local data structures. Process MS includes the COLD-K component COUNTER. Figure 3 shows two procedure calls, to clear counter and inc counter. Procedure calls are indicated by including the procedure name within a rectangle. The meaning of a procedure call is that at that point in the ARC 391 sequence chart the named COLD-K procedure is executed. Conditions may be used to restrict the cases where the ARC sequence chart applies. Conditions are indicated by including a COLD-K assertion within a diamond shaped box. Figure 5 shows the syntax for a condition. The meaning is that if the COLD-K assertion contained in the diamond does not hold then the sequence chart does not specify anything further about the required behaviour in this case.
Assertions and process instances
COLD-K assertions may be associated with messages to restrict the cases where the ARC sequence chart applies. The sequence chart only specifies the expected behaviour in the cases where the assertion holds. COLD-K object names associated with messages may be used in assertions. Figure 3 uses the assertion Valid Channel to check that the Chn parameter is valid. If this assertion does not hold then the sequence chart specifies nothing further about the behaviour.
ARC allows the possibility that multiple instances of a process exist, in which case the same process may occur more than once on an ARC sequence chart. The particular instance may be explicitly indicated by putting a COLD-K expression without side effects of sort Nat before the process name.
Object names may be used in the terms that specify the process instance. This provides the possibility to specify relations between the particular instances of a process being used and data being exchanged in messages. In Figure 3 , object name ident indicates the instance of process MS. Also object name ident is bound to the IMSI value sent from the BTS in the PAG REQ message. This means the ARC Random Access in Figure 3 only specifies the behaviour for the MS whose IMSI is in the PAG REQ message. Thus the ARC example specifies that only the MS whose IMSI is in the PAG REQ message will send a CH REQ in response.
Time delays
A section of an ARC sequence chart may be grouped to form a block. The sections of Figure 2 and Figure 3 drawn with bold lines are blocks. A block is a purely syntactic structure that allows parts of the sequence chart to be grouped. ARC allows explicit time delays to be specified. Figure 3 specifies that the delay in milliseconds (ms) between the start of the block and the counter being incremented is greater than the value given by the COLD-K term min and less than the value given by max. This condition constrains the retry time to be between min and max but allows any value within this range.
In ARC, a time condition can be used between any two events. COLD-K terms without > or < operators can be used to specify that a definite delay must occur between two events. A COLD-K term is an expression that yields a unique value and does not alter the state. Alternatively, conditions using < specify maximum delays between events, thus imposing a real-time constraint on the system being specified. Similarly, > can be used to specify a minimum delay between events. In general, the time delay should be an expression without side effects of sort Nat. Therefore, the expression may depend on the local state and may be non-deterministic but may not cause a change of state. The time delay in Figure 3 can be seen as shorthand for the COLD-K expression: SOME t:Nat (t > min AND t < max)
Optional blocks
Although blocks are a purely syntactic structure, they provide a way to specify behaviour that is applicable only to part of a sequence chart. The ? symbol after the first block in Figure 2 indicates that the block is optional. The behaviour described in the ARC sequence chart is valid even without this section.
An optional block may begin with a condition, specified by putting a COLD-K assertion within a diamond. The assertion may be built from any COLD-K function or predicate available within the scope of the process that the assertion appears in. The block must occur if the condition 392 D. P. KELLY holds and the block must not occur if the condition does not hold.
Loops
It is necessary to specify repetition for parts of a sequence chart. Figure 3 shows a block followed by the * symbol. As in COLD-K, * indicates an arbitrary number of repetitions. Thus, Figure 3 indicates that the block may be repeated zero or more times. To constrain the number of repetitions, a COLD-K expression without side effects of sort Nat can be put beside the * symbol. For example, *7 after a block indicates that it will be repeated exactly seven times. Alternatively, COLD-K functions can be used, for example, *retries after a block indicates that it will be repeated the number of times that retries evaluates to.
An object name introduced within a block may have a different value associated with it during each occurrence of the block. An object name with a value bound before the block will retain this value through each execution of the block.
In Figure 3 the IMM ASS message forces the termination of the loop. Thus, although Figure 3 specifies that the loop may repeat zero or more times, the loop will not repeat once the IMM ASS message is received. What we have specified is that once the MS sends the CH REQ message, it will repeat sending the CH REQ at intervals between min and max until the IMM ASS message is received. An alternative way to force the termination of the loop would be to use a condition. For example, instead of the IMM ASS message we could put the assertion max retries in the MS process after the loop. The syntax for this would be the assertion name within a diamond. In such a case the loop can only terminate once the assertion max retries holds.
Phantom processes
Sequence charts assume that message delivery is guaranteed, that is, unless some mechanism is used to explicitly model the loss of messages, it is assumed that messages are never lost. In real-world specifications it is necessary to deal with the case where messages do get lost and to specify what should happen in this case. To deal with this ARC introduces the concept of a phantom process. It allows the specifier to make the distinction between the case of a reliable communication channel and an unreliable communication channel. In the GSM call setup example both cases occur. Communication between the BTS and the MS is over a radio interface and so messages may be lost due to interference. Also, the initial communication during call setup is over common channels, giving the possibility that more than one MS could try to transmit on the same channel at the same time. The potential loss of messages and the consequent retry mechanism is central to the GSM example and so must be modelled explicitly and clearly.
To deal with the situation where messages may be lost, we will specify the behaviour of the BTS and MS separately using two different ARCs. On each ARC, the other process appears as the environment, that is, it is a source and destination for messages but there are no guarantees about its behaviour. Later we will see how these ARCs can be combined using an operator. When specifying the BTS, the MS process is represented as a dashed line indicating that it is a phantom process. This implies that the ARC does not specify the behaviour of the process MS but indicates messages that may be sent to or received from the MS. Similarly process BTS will be a phantom process when specifying MS. Using phantom processes gives the possibility to specify the reaction of one process in the case of incorrect/unexpected behaviour by another process. As well as the case where messages may be lost, phantom processes may be used to specify defensive behaviour in the case where the behaviour of a process is not as expected. Phantom processes are also used to model the environment in ARC.
In our example, the BTS and MS communicate over a radio interface. Therefore, there is the possibility that messages may be lost due to interference. Further, sending of the CH REQ by the MS is a random access procedure, which introduces the possibility that collisions may occur resulting in messages being lost. For these reasons, we specify the MS as a phantom process when specifying BTS behaviour in Figure 2 and the BTS as a phantom process when specifying the MS behaviour in Figure 3 . The need for phantom processes can be seen from Figure 3 . Here we specify that the MS may repeat the CH REQ message an arbitrary number of times until the IMM ASS message is received. Since the BTS process is a phantom on Figure 3 , nothing is specified about the behaviour of the BTS. However, if the BTS was a normal process on Figure 3 , then it would specify that the BTS may receive an arbitrary number of CH REQ messages before sending the IMM ASS message. This is clearly not what we expect.
As can be seen from the GSM example, the phantom process concept is not absolute. A process may be a phantom on one ARC diagram and a normal process on another. Also, depending on the system being specified, it may be necessary to use the phantom process concept to specify the communication between a pair of processes at some points whereas at other points normal communication may be assumed. In the GSM example it is clear that the phantom process concept is needed between the BTS and the MS; however, once the HDLC link is established on a dedicated channel it could be assumed that the HDLC error recovery mechanism is sufficient to ensure that messages are not lost. Based on this assumption, ARCs specifying subsequent communication behaviour between the BTS and the MS would not need to use phantom processes.
Using phantom processes provides a very natural and intuitive way to specify behaviour in the case of unreliable communication. Since most real-world systems must handle such uncertainty, a mechanism must be included in specification languages to explicitly handle it. Since phantom processes are a central part of the language it is clear when unreliable communication is being modelled. Such clarity would be lost if the unreliable communication were modelled using other features of the language. 
Channel substructuring
ARC allows channel substructuring to support the ubiquitous practice of using protocol stacks. The lower-level behaviour can be hidden on the ARC sequence chart that specifies the higher-level behaviour. However, it is necessary to allow some communication between a process and the channel substructure. This allows the higher-level protocol to control the substructure and allows the substructure to report conditions to the higher level. Figure 3 shows process MS sending Est Link to the channel substructure and then waits for the channel substructure to indicate that a link has been established. Once the lower-level link has been established, messages between the BTS and MS can be shown without reference to the lower-level HDLC messages. It is implicit that the HDLC layer is used to transmit the messages.
This allows us to hide the details of the HDLC protocol between the MS and the BTS while giving a precise specification of the relation between the HDLC protocol and the higher-level behaviour.
The HDLC protocol will also be specified using ARC. The MS and BTS will appear as external phantom processes whose behaviour is not specified in the substructure definition. The substructure does not distinguish graphically between receiving peer-to-peer messages and messages from the higher-level process to the substructure.
Pre-conditions
ARC sequence charts may be defined as having preconditions, the pre-condition itself being a segment of an ARC sequence chart containing messages, conditions and time delays. To indicate a pre-condition, the topmost segment of each process line is drawn with a bar at the top and an arrowhead at the bottom. For each process on an ARC sequence chart, the size of the pre-condition section must be the same. This is because the pre-condition refers to the complete ARC sequence chart and not an individual process. For a phantom process the pre-condition segment will be a dashed line. Figure 4 shows an ARC sequence chart with the pre-condition that nothing is received from phantom process MS within Max Access Time ms of the BTS sending message PAG REQ. In Figure 4 , the precondition does not specify that message PAG REQ should be sent, the pre-condition holds if this behaviour has occurred and so it must have been specified on another ARC sequence chart. Figure 5 shows a pre-condition based on the condition that assertion Max Retries holds. If the pre-condition of an ARC sequence chart does not hold then the behaviour described in the sequence chart cannot occur. The use of preconditions will become clearer in the context of operators for combining ARC sequence charts.
TEXTUAL ARC
Operations on ARC sequence charts
A number of operators have been defined for combining ARC sequence charts to specify more complex behaviour. The operators take one or more ARC sequence charts and produce a set of possible behaviour. Any member of this set satisfies the original combination of ARC sequence charts.
Types of ARC sequence charts
Before defining these operators we will describe the concept of the type of an ARC sequence chart. The type of an ARC sequence chart is determined by the processes used in the definition and is just the set of processes used on the ARC sequence chart. Thus the ARC sequence charts in Figures 2  and 4 are of the same type.
We may also talk about subtypes of an ARC sequence chart, a subtype being merely a non-empty subset of the set of processes used in the definition of the ARC sequence chart. For convenience we will talk about one ARC sequence chart being a subtype of another.
The type of an ARC sequence chart must take into account phantom processes. Two ARC sequence charts with the same processes but where one or more processes are phantom on one but not the other are considered to be different types. However, where two ARC sequence charts differ in that one or more processes are normal on one and phantom on the other, they are referred to as complement types.
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Sequential composition
To compose two ARC sequence charts sequentially we write
ARC1; ARC2
and this defines the behaviour where ARC1 occurs followed by ARC2.
To compose two ARC sequence charts sequentially requires that the ARC sequence charts have a subtype in common. Any message exchange following the last exchange between the common processes or preceding the first exchange will be unordered in the combined sequence, see [14] for a discussion of this case. The type of sequential composition of two ARC sequence charts is the union of the types of the two ARC sequence charts being composed.
Choice
Non-deterministic choice is expressed as
ARC1 | ARC2
where ARC1 and ARC2 are two sequence charts. The set of behaviours satisfying ARC1 | ARC2 is precisely the set containing both ARC1 and ARC2. The sequence charts used in a choice construct should be of the same type, i.e. they should involve the same set of processes and a process on ARC1 may be a phantom process if and only if it is a phantom on ARC2.
Pre-conditions may be used to force a choice between different ARC sequence charts. Where there are no preconditions or the pre-condition for more than one ARC sequence chart holds, the choice is non-deterministic.
Interleaving
ARC sequence charts that specify independent behaviour may be combined in parallel. This specifies that the behaviour defined may be interleaved in arbitrary ways. To combine two ARC sequence charts in parallel we write
First // Second
The purpose of interleaving is to describe a collection of actions that may occur independently.
The interleaving of independent behaviour places no restriction on the types of the constituent ARC sequence charts except that processes do not appear as both normal and phantom processes within the constituent ARC sequence charts.
Parallel composition
We may also define a behaviour as the parallel composition of two ARC sequence charts that are not independent but where the processes that are phantom on one are normal on the other. For example, the sequence chart from Figures 2 and 3 could be combined in parallel which is indicated as follows:
Call Setup || Random Access
The intended meaning is that the same message names are identified. The advantage of defining the two subsystems separately and using parallel composition is that we have defined the behaviour of process MS when the CH REQ message is lost.
To compose two ARC sequence charts in parallel requires that there are subtypes of the two sequence charts that are complements of each other while the remaining subtypes are disjoint. The parallel composition may fail if the messages exchanged between the shared processes are not consistent on the ARC sequence charts being combined. This is similar to the consistency requirement of the interworking merge operator [14] .
Disable
To deal with related but distinct cases in ARC we wish to avoid using independent sequence charts and instead describe the common behaviour once and then describe only the differences in behaviour for each special case. This also has the advantage that the distinct cases are shown to be related and not presented as being completely independent. The disable operator is used to combine the default behaviour with the alternative behaviour.
An ARC sequence chart (or a textual combination of other ARC sequence charts) describes the default behaviour. A second ARC sequence chart containing a pre-condition describes the alternate behaviour. As soon as the precondition holds the alternate behaviour will occur. Figure 2 shows the normal behaviour from the network viewpoint. If no CH REQ is received from the MS within the maximum allowed time then the call setup procedure has failed. Figure 4 specifies this failure case. The pre-condition is that Max Access Time ms have elapsed since the BTS sent the PAG REQ message with no messages received from the MS. To combine the two ARC sequence charts using the disable operator we write
Call Setup [=> Setup Fail
Once the pre-condition holds, the behaviour described in Figure 4 will occur.
Similarly, Figure 3 shows the default behaviour from the MS side. Once the MS has retried the maximum number of times and at least min ms have elapsed, the random access procedure has failed. Figure 5 shows this condition, i.e. the counter has reached the maximum number of retries. Combining using the disable operator Random Access [=> Access Fail specifies that the combined ARC sequence chart terminates once the condition Max Retries holds.
The disable operator may be used with other operators, for example:
In the first case, if the pre-condition in Disable holds at any point during ARC1; ARC2; ARC3 then the Disable behaviour occurs. In particular, if the disable pre-condition becomes true during ARC1 then the behaviour defined in Disable will occur, but Disable has disabled the complete ARC ARC1;ARC2;ARC3 and so neither ARC2 nor ARC3 will follow the Disable behaviour. The second example shows a choice of disable actions, any of which may disable Default.
To combine two ARC sequence charts using the disable operator as in ARC1 [=> ARC2 requires that the second ARC be a subtype of the first, i.e. ARC2 is a subtype of ARC1. If ARC2 does not have a pre-condition section then its pre-condition is taken to hold. Therefore, if ARC2 has no pre-condition or the pre-condition of ARC2 holds at the start then ARC1 [=> ARC2 is equivalent to ARC2.
Loops in ARC expressions
The sequential composition operator allows structuring of the system's evolution and the phases in this evolution may be considered states. This leads to the question of how may the system ever revert to a previous state. For example, The semantics of the loop operator * follows from the semantics of the corresponding COLD-K operator.
Fallback
Suppose now we allow re-initialization of the system, i.e. a Re Initialise ARC may occur at any point while the test is running in which case the system reverts to the state just after initialization. The behaviour we require is similar to that given by the disable operator except that we wish to allow the tests to be run again. This may be indicated using the fallback operator, which is written as The semantics of the fallback operator are similar to the disable operator and again the pre-condition of the fallback ARC sequence chart must hold to cause the default behaviour to be overridden. The fallback operator causes the system to revert to the state before the sequence of actions in progress when the fallback occurred. It should be noted that when the fallback occurs, any ARC sequence charts in progress will not be completed and the system's behaviour will be described by the fallback ARC only (any ARC sequence chart interleaved with the one containing the fallback will not be affected). Any object names with values bound within the behaviour that was in progress when the fallback occurred may have new values bound if this behaviour occurs again.
Operators in macros
The operators used to combine ARC sequence charts may be combined with a graphical macro facility to allow complex behaviours to be included as part of a graphical ARC sequence chart. The textual ARC expression is put into an otherwise empty block on an ARC diagram and must have the same type as the block into which it is inserted.
Properties of ARC operators
The order of precedence of the ARC operators from high to low is | // ; * || <=] [=> and this order may be overridden by parentheses.
When multiple instances of processes may exist, it raises the question as to whether the same instance is being referred to when ARC sequence charts are combined using operators. The following operators implicitly constrain the combined ARC sequence charts to refer to the same instances:
• sequential composition;
The loop and interleaving operators do not implicitly constrain the same instances to be used.
Defining processes
The definition of a process specifies the COLD-K operators that may be used by any ARC sequence chart containing the process. The definition of a process is merely a COLD-K component. The MS process is defined as follows: An EXPORT clause can be put before the IMPORT section to restrict the operations being exported. In this case the EXPORT clause is missing indicating that the MS process can use all the operations exported from COUNTER. A CLASS section can be included after the IMPORT section to add COLD-K definitions. The operations exported by this definition may be used in any ARC sequence chart containing this process.
The top-level description of the system being specified follows the template given in Example 2.
The SUBPROCESS section lists the names of processes that will be used on the ARC sequence charts. If more than one instance of a process can exist then the maximum number is put in brackets after the process name. The EXTERNAL section lists the external entities that may appear as phantom processes on the ARC sequence charts defining this process, that is, the processes considered part of the environment.
The COLD-K operations exported from the definition of these processes may be used on the ARC sequence charts. If some of these processes have no definitions then no operations are defined for these processes.
To help structure textual ARC definitions, ARC expressions may be named. Such ARC definitions have the form LET <ARC Name> := <ARC Expression> and allow the definition of named ARCs.
The last section BEHAVIOUR contains an ARC behaviour expression that defines the system's behaviour. Named ARC expressions may be used in the ARC behaviour expression in this section. The type of this ARC must be the set of processes in the SUBPROCESS section plus the set of processes in the EXTERNAL section as phantom processes. In the example above we use the fallback operator, so if setting up a call fails, it can be tried again.
The SUBSTRUCTURES section defines the substructures between processes.
In this case it is specified that substructure HDLC is used between processes BTS and MS. HDLC will be defined in a similar way to the system (using the keyword SUBSTRUCTURE instead of SYSTEM) and the definition will represent processes BTS and MS as external (phantom) processes. The definition of HDLC must handle all events between BTS and MS.
Although channel substructuring has been presented here at quite a low level, the language does not restrict its use to ARC 397 low-level protocols and so it may be used in any case where a complex transmission protocol is used between processes.
COMPARISON BETWEEN ARC AND MSC'96
This section will compare ARC to the ITU MSC'96 standard [11] . For an introduction to the MSC'96 language, see [15, 16] .
MSC'96 includes high-level message sequence charts (HMSCs) [17] , a graphical approach to combining individual sequence charts. A compound HMSC consists of a collection of components, components are complex MSCs that operate in parallel. Each component is a collection of nodes connected by arrows, where each node refers to an MSC. Thus, an HMSC is a kind of flow chart linking individual MSCs. As well as basic MSCs, the nodes on an HMSC may refer to other HMSCs allowing a system to be described as a hierarchy of HMSCs. HMSCs may include global conditions that correspond to conditions on the basic MSCs and nodes may be connected in a cycle to indicate repetition.
In contrast to the graphical approach taken in MSC'96, ARC uses textual operators to combine basic sequence charts. All the options for combining MSCs provided by HMSCs are supported by ARC. An arrow linking two nodes in an HMSC corresponds to the sequential composition in ARC. A split arrow linking one node to two others corresponds to the choice operator in ARC. ARC allows names to be assigned to ARC expressions and such named pieces of behaviour can be combined further using the ARC operators. This allows a hierarchical structure to be imposed on ARC descriptions in a similar way to the hierarchical structure used in HMSCs. As with HMSCs, ARC allows repetition to be specified using the loop operator. The components of an HMSC operate in parallel and such a composition can be specified in ARC using the interleaving operator.
Thus, in terms of the features provided for structuring and combining basic sequence charts, ARC is at least as powerful as HMSCs. For the features provided by HMSCs, the graphical approach works quite well and gives a simple overview of how the basic MSCs are combined. The advantage of the textual approach used in ARC over the graphical approach of HMSCs is flexibility. The ARC operators can be combined in a variety of ways to specify complex behaviour clearly. With HMSCs such flexibility is not available, resulting in the need to use a hierarchy to express the same concepts. The use of a hierarchy to allow behaviour to be specified, instead of to provide structure, reduces the clarity of the specification. As a simple example, consider the following ARC expression:
Here ARC Init occurs first followed by ARCs MonitorA and MonitorB in parallel. To describe this simple behaviour in an HMSC would require a twolevel hierarchy with Init and an MSC representing the combined MonitorA // MonitorB at the top level and a second level specifying MonitorA and MonitorB as separate components that operate in parallel. Essentially what makes such descriptions easy in ARC is that the use of parentheses allows part of an ARC expression to be grouped without introducing a hierarchy. Such a grouping could be introduced on HMSC diagrams but would tend to make the diagrams look cluttered. Because the use of parentheses to group terms is so common from both mathematics and programming languages, it appears very natural to users of the language. Although HMSC diagrams provide a simple overview of the required behaviour, it is not difficult to produce specifications for which the HMSC diagrams become cluttered and difficult to read.
As well as providing analogous features to those in HMSCs, ARC also provides the disable and fallback operators. These operators provide a very powerful way to specify partial alternatives and exception cases. An HMSC does not provide any analogous features and it is difficult to see how such features could be included in the graphical approach taken by HMSCs. The disable and fallback operators fit very naturally with the textual approach taken in ARC.
Although an HMSC allows alternatives to be specified, there is no way to guard those alternatives. ARC includes the very powerful pre-condition concept, not found in MSC'96, which allows guarding of alternatives as well as providing a basis for the disable and fallback operators.
In comparing basic ARC sequence charts to basic MSCs, the most significant difference is that ARC includes formal descriptions of data and operations on data. The inclusion of formal specifications for data and operations on data represent a significant improvement in ARC over MSC'96. Whereas in MSC'96 informal descriptions are given for actions, ARC includes the full power of the language COLD-K. As well as using COLD-K procedures for actions, COLD-K is used to describe the types and values associated with messages, assertions associated with messages and conditions on processes. The lack of formal data descriptions has been identified as a gap in MSC'96 [15] . ARC illustrates how such descriptions can be used in an MSC-like language.
MSC'96 uses timers to deal with timing constraints, timers may be set, reset and timeout. Alternative approaches to adding time to MSCs have also been proposed [18] . ARC makes it possible to specify restrictions on the time between events. By using COLD-K expressions, ARC allows a range of different timing conditions to be specified, such as fixed time, minimum time, maximum time or a choice between a discrete set of times. In deciding how to add time to ARC, the needs of the users of ARC were considered. The intended use of ARC is in the specification and design of communication systems. During these phases of system development it is desirable to abstract away from certain implementation timing issues and focus on specifying the timing constraints that the system must meet. With MSC'96 timers, the timers may exist across a number of MSCs making it difficult to see what exactly the timers are specifying. Also, as new MSCs are added to an HMSC specification, it must be ensured that any timers running 398 D. P. KELLY when the new MSC is entered are handled as necessary. With ARC all timing constraints occur on a single ARC making it very easy to understand what is being specified. Specifying MSC-type timeouts across a number of ARCs is possible using the disable/fallback operators with the timeout as the pre-condition.
In MSC'96 the concept of the environment is used to represent entities outside the scope of the system with which the system communicates. The behaviour of the environment is not specified, it is merely a source and destination for messages. In ARC the environment is represented using phantom processes. As with the MSC environment, the actual behaviour of the phantom processes is not specified, they merely indicate a source and destination for messages. One advantage of using a number of phantom processes, as opposed to a single environment, is that they allow the specific elements of the environment to be distinguished. For example, if the system to be specified is a mobile phone, then the environment consists of both the user and the network. Showing the user and the network as two distinct phantom processes makes the specification easier to understand. Of course in ARC it is still possible to define a single phantom process to represent all entities in the environment.
In an MSC specification the environment is considered to be outside the scope of the system and so the behaviour of the environment is not specified and there is no guarantee that the environment will behave as expected. In practice within a system being specified it cannot always be guaranteed that all processes will behave as expected. In such cases it is necessary to specify how processes should react in the case of unexpected behaviour by another process. In the GSM example it was possible for messages to be lost due to interference on the radio interface or because of collisions on the random access channels used by the MSs. In ARC phantom processes are used to specify the behaviour in cases where messages may be lost. Another reason for using phantom processes is to allow defensive behaviour to be specified to ensure that incorrect behaviour by one process does not propagate through the system to cause incorrect behaviour throughout the whole system. The phantom process concept in ARC allows part of the system to treat another part as the environment, with the uncertainty about behaviour that implies.
This allows defensive behaviour to be specified. The phantom process concept is new in ARC and is not found in MSC'96 or indeed any other specification language. For practical specifications, as the GSM example illustrates, it is necessary to allow such defensive behaviour to be specified.
MSC'96 allows parts of an MSC to be grouped and inline operator expressions used to specify operations on the grouping. This corresponds to blocks in ARC but uses a different syntax and as with ARC blocks the grouping need not include all processes on the MSC. The inline operators provided by MSC'96 are:
• alt -alternative composition;
• par -parallel composition;
• loop -iteration;
• opt -optional region;
• exc -exception.
With alt and par, a dashed line is used to separate the parts to be combined as alternatives or in parallel, respectively. The loop operator in MSC'96 corresponds to the loop operator * used with blocks in ARC. The MSC'96 opt operator corresponds to optional blocks in ARC. Whereas MSC'96 does not provide any way to restrict the cases where the optional behaviours occur, ARC allows conditions to be used with optional blocks. The conditions restrict the cases where the optional blocks must occur or not. The par and exc operators in MSC'96 do not have analogous operators in ARC but could be specified by using the textual ARC operators with the ARC macro facility. MSC references on an HMSC may contain textual operator expressions using operators corresponding to the ones above and also including the sequential operator with keyword seq.
ARC allows the instance of a process to be associated with values exchanged in the sequence chart. This provides a simple but powerful way to specify the required instance in cases where multiple instances may exist. In the GSM example it is specified that the instance of the MS is the one specified in the PAG REQ message. Without such a restriction the specification would allow any MS to reply to the PAG REQ message. This feature of ARC makes it easy to specify a change in process instance as is required during the GSM handover procedure where the MS changes the BTS it communicates with. The simplicity of the ARC approach can be appreciated by comparing it to π-calculus where a complicated procedure is required to specify a change of process instance [19] . MSC'96 does not provide a way to identify the instance of the process on an MSC.
Within telecommunications systems it is common practice to use layered protocols. The protocol at a certain level communicates with the peer entity at the same level while ignoring the details of the lower-level protocols. In practice, as well as transparent peer-to-peer messages, there is also some signalling between the layers in the protocol stack. ARC provides channel substructuring to indicate when layered protocols are used and provides a means to allow communication between the layers in a protocol stack. MSC'96 provides no such mechanism to specify layered protocols.
CONCLUSIONS
Apart from the obvious connection to basic MSCs, the ARC language is not closely related to any other specification language.
The extensions to the graphical notation for sequence charts are not based on any other work. Some of the operators presented for combining the ARC sequence charts are analogous to operators used in process algebras [20] .
The design of the language ARC was based on two constraints. First, the language must allow precise specifications of complex communication behaviour. Second, ARC 399 the language should retain intuitive concepts currently used to describe communication behaviour. In their basic form, MSCs are the simplest and most pervasive technique for specifying communication behaviour and so were a natural starting point for the development of the ARC language. The graphical part of ARC adds much to simple MSCs and succeeds in remaining intuitive and easy to understand. The operators defined for ARC sequence charts provide a simple way to structure ARC sequence charts into complex specifications.
ARC takes a pragmatic approach to the choice between graphical and textual syntax. Graphical syntax is used to describe individual segments of behaviour. When it comes to combining the individual segments of behaviour, a textual language provides a more flexible approach. The combination proves very effective. The syntax used in the graphical part presents a clear intuitive specification of the required behaviour. The graphical descriptions are combined using a number of simple operators and so more complex behaviour can be specified without losing an understanding of what is being described.
ARC was designed to be a practical language for real-world specifications and the choice of constructs in ARC was directed by the requirements of real-industrial systems. The phantom process concept, not seen in any other specification language, is important in realworld examples. Using phantom processes allows the specification of defensive behaviour by one process in case of unexpected behaviour by another. In the GSM example defensive behaviour is a central requirement and indeed the required behaviour is specified in the GSM standard. By using phantom processes it is clear what the ARC sequence chart is specifying, that is that the communication channel is unreliable. In MSC'96 it is possible to model an unreliable channel by introducing a separate non-deterministic channel process between the sender and receiver. The disadvantage of this approach is that the correspondence between the specification and the problem to be specified is weakened. When looking at an ARC sequence chart including a phantom process, it is immediately clear what the specification means-part of the system is being specified, whereas another part (the phantom process) is being treated as the environment. Introducing an extra artificial process makes the specification more difficult to read. Similarly, other approaches used with MSC'96, such as the introduction of 'lost' and 'found' messages to model the loss of messages and the spontaneous reception of messages, again makes the specification more difficult to understand. With phantom processes there is no confusion, the phantom process is considered part of the environment. One of the goals in designing the ARC language was to include concepts and constructs that directly address issues from the problem domain. Phantom processes address the issue of unreliable communication directly in contrast to MSC'96 where other parts of the language must be used to indirectly model this behaviour.
The channel substructuring feature is important in practical specifications. As with phantom processes, it may be possible to model channel substructuring in MSC'96 using other features of the language but this makes the specification more difficult to read. ARC allows the details of lower-level protocols to be specified while retaining clarity at the higher level. For such a pervasive technique as layered protocols, it is important to provide direct support in the language.
Although both phantom processes and channel substructuring appear simple within the ARC language, this belies their power and importance. Without these features there would be no way of giving a clear and precise specification of the behaviour they are used to describe. Thus, ARC succeeds in providing a simple way to specify behaviour that would otherwise be impossible to describe in a clear way.
The example used to illustrate the ARC language was chosen to show how features of the ARC language are used in a real-world system, in this case the GSM mobile communication system. The example shows how COLD-K components are used within the ARC language but does not show the power of COLD-K and by inclusion the power of ARC to handle complex mutable data structures. COLD-K provides a collection of powerful and flexible specification techniques, such as quantifiers, pre-and postconditions, and algorithmic specifications. This is in contrast to languages such as SDL [21] and Promela [22] where data types are fixed and geared towards efficient simulation and not expressive power. To see how COLD-K can be used for more complex specifications, see [1] . COLD-K also provides sophisticated structuring mechanisms that allow a COLD-K specification to be structured in terms of basic components. These structuring mechanisms are used to include COLD-K components in ARC specifications in a way that is consistent with COLD-K.
Although both ARC and the ITU standard, MSC'96, have the same basis, they each take a different approach to extending simple MSCs. In comparing the graphical parts of ARC to the analogous parts of MSC'96, ARC succeeds over MSC'96 in retaining the intuitive simplicity of simple MSCs. Of course, such an evaluation is necessarily subjective. The operators used in ARC to combine ARC sequence charts are much more powerful than the options provided by HMSCs in MSC'96. The pre-condition concept in ARC enhances the effectiveness of the operators used to combine ARC sequence charts. There is no analogous feature in MSC'96.
A number of concepts have been identified as missing from MSC'96 [15] including:
• formal data description;
• interruption and disruption operators;
• a means for guarding alternatives.
These concepts are all included within the ARC language. Additionally, concepts such as phantom processes and channel substructuring are not available in MSC'96. Thus, although ARC is an alternative to MSC'96, it is also a rich source of ideas for the next MSC recommendation in the year 2000. 400 D. P. KELLY COLD-K was designed to be the kernel language in a family of user-and application-oriented languages. COLD-1 [23] represents a user-oriented extension of COLD-K. The semantics of COLD-1 are defined by syntactic translation to COLD-K. In defining the ARC language we have used the sparser kernel language and not the user-oriented extension COLD-1. However, because COLD-1 is just a syntactic extension of COLD-K, when using ARC there is no problem with using COLD-1 specifications instead of COLD-K.
ARC represents an application-oriented extension of COLD-K and, as with COLD-1, the semantics of ARC can be defined by syntactic translation to COLD-K. Translating ARC directly to COLD-K is too big a step, an easier approach is to go via process algebra. ACP (algebra of communicating processes) is one process algebra [20] with the distinction that it has been partially integrated with COLD-K. The language PSF/C [24] combines ACP with the static part of COLD-K and the semantic definition of PSF/C is given by translation to COLD-K. Thus PSF/C is an extension of COLD-K that allows specification of concurrent communication processes.
For simple synchronous sequence charts, work has been done on defining the semantics in terms of ACP [25] . ARC contains a number of concepts and constructs not present in simple synchronous sequence charts but the basic approach given in [25] can be used to translate ARC to PSF/C.
The primary achievement of ARC is that it provides an effective way to specify communication behaviour. However, ARC also indicates an approach to the development of formal methods. ARC takes techniques from formal methods and embeds them within a language based on concepts from a particular problem domain. Part of the COLD-K philosophy is that application-oriented languages would be developed based on COLD-K. ARC represents the first such application-oriented extension of COLD-K. We believe that the future of formal methods lies in combining formal methods concepts with concepts from particular application areas. This approach results in methods that are both precise but also directly applicable to industrial use.
ARC in isolation provides a practical language to specify communication behaviour. However, ARC is also intended to form a cornerstone, along with the language WELD, of the ARC-WELD method for developing real-time telecommunication systems. ARC-WELD consists of two languages with complementary functions, which together are used in the development of real-time telecommunications software from specification to detailed design.
